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A long tradition of
advising wealthy
families
Since the early 19th
Century Charles
Russell Speechlys have
acted for British Landed
Estates, and the
families that own them,
on all aspects of their
legal affairs.
This unique skill set has,
in more recent times,
been applied to family
wealth from emerging
markets where the
same discrete
approach and long
long-term trusted adviser
relationship is highly
valued by Principals,
families and their family
office teams.
At all times we seek to
draw on our long
history and experience
of acting for such
families in relation to
protecting, holding and
structuring their assets
and wealth.

Our approach
At a strategic level we have designed the way in which we
provide services to family offices to reflect three key underlying
principles:
l

that we do everything we can to become a valued adviser
and a key part of your team. All our family office clients
have an individual or individuals in the firm whose
responsibility it is to obtain a fundamental knowledge of the
office, its workings and dynamic and to co
co--ordinate and be
responsible for the provision of legal support from across
the firm;

l

that as and when required clients benefit from the integrated
approach of our international offices in London, Zurich,
Geneva, Luxembourg, Paris, Doha and Manama and also
from our extensive wider international contacts;

l

that whatever the type of legal support required from
across our practice areas, it will be provided by members of
the firm who are familiar with family offices and their
specific requirements. The structure and function of family
offices varies enormously. So too do their legal
requirements.

Our clients in the sector frequently ask us for advice on the
areas detailed in this brochure.
In addition to the legal services we provide to the sector, our
lawyers are frequent speakers at external family office
conferences and events. Engagement with the sector is an
important part of our offering. Our family office clients also
benefit from a programme of internal seminars and workshops
held throughout the year exploring a range of topical issues.
These events are aimed at families and family office executives
and are designed to enable discussion in a confidential
environment.
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Establishing a family office
Our essential starting point
when advising on
establishment is to
understand the particular
circumstances and
dynamics of the family, and
the purposes of the office.
This provides the
framework for effective
and enduring legal and
structuring advice.

The family
family’’s aims for the office may range from one or a
combination of:
l

deciding on and effecting investments;

l

organising the implementation and holding structures
for investments;

l

actively managing operating businesses in one or
more jurisdictions;

l

monitoring property and investment services;

l

tax efficient structuring of charitable donations,
philanthropic projects and social impact investing;
and

l

soft services for family members.

Using our international scope, we will advise on location and
structure with a view to optimising operating and tax
efficiencies. We will advise on appropriate asset holding
structures to maximise asset protection and, consistently with
regulatory and tax compliance, maintaining confidentiality.
Our overall aim will be to ensure that the family office has
operating and tax structures that enable the office to be
established and governed sensibly, and run efficiently and
effectively.
We apply the same principles in advising families on the
restructuring of existing family offices or the conversion of
single family offices into multi
multi--family offices.
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Experience

Advised a London family of resident non
non--domiciliaries on the
creation of a regulated single family office to manage UK and
international investments derived from long standing
agricultural businesses in Spain and Eastern Europe.

Advised a Russian family on the setting up of a London
domiciled single family office using Luxembourg collective
investment schemes and special purpose vehicles to hold
investments with a view to tax and operating efficiencies.

Advised a significant Middle Eastern family on establishing a
Swiss based single family office. Family investments were
grouped into asset classes and wrapped in a variety of holding
structures, including on and offshore special purpose vehicles
and collective investment schemes. Tax
Tax--efficient holding
structures were also created for acquiring and owning private
aircraft, art and yachts. Our advice also included the use of
Swiss foundations for establishing and implementing
philanthropic programmes.
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Personal tax planning & immigration
Our lawyers provide multi
multi--jurisdictional advice on tax planning,
asset protection and succession - whether at the inception of a
new family office or on a review of an existing structure. On
many occasions we find that existing structures have become
outdated, cumbersome and expensive to administer, or are no
longer appropriate for the family members tax requirements. In
such cases we advise on the restructuring options, and assist
with the process. The aim is to ensure that the family office is
streamlined, efficient and suitable for all beneficiaries.
It is essential that any
family office is structured
and operates in a way that
is consistent with the tax
profile and tax planning
needs of the individual
members of the family.

Our expertise lies in integrating the business objectives of the
family office with the personal tax requirements of families on
an international basis.
It is critical that pre
pre--immigration tax planning is in place before
family office principals and employees are moved to the UK
from their local jurisdiction.
Foreign investment in the UK has reached its highest level for
more than a quarter of a century with more and more investors
choosing the UK as a base for their families and businesses.
We advise on immigration matters for the principal, their
family members, staff and businesses including:
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l

Tier 1 (Investor) visas for the principal and family
members from the initial visa through to citizenship;

l

set up of the UK family office and visas for overseas
staff who will be based in the UK; and

l

assisting with all the practicalities of moving to the
UK, from the practical issues of finding and
purchasing (or renting) a home to choosing schools
for children, and even setting up accounts with
various utility providers.

Experience

Advised an ultra
ultra--high net worth couple regarding pre
pre--arrival UK
tax and global estate planning. We created wills and lifetime
trusts to reflect cross
cross--border aspects, ensuring adequate
provision for international family members in a tax efficient
manner. We devised an innovative strategy to minimise
exposure to UK tax which involved transferring the couple
couple’’s UK
property to a trust for a limited period of time.

Providing on
on--going tax advice to a UK resident Russian (and the
individual
individual’’s family office) with a portfolio of private equity and
real estate investments, held through a complex corporate
structure with companies in Western, Central and Eastern
Europe and the United States. We identified and helped to avoid
potential personal tax issues for the principal in connection with
investments, asset sales and other transactions within the
corporate group.

Advised a family office on their set up in the UK and the most
appropriate visas to enable key staff based overseas to
transfer to the UK with their family members to establish and
run the family office in the UK.
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Family charters & governance
The key to an effective
family office is putting
together a family charter
acting as a 'road map' for all
aspects of the operation of
the office.

A family charter may:
l

establish working frameworks for family members,
principals and employees to communicate with each
other ensuring agreement on principles for the
investment, generation and distribution of family
wealth;

l

protect succession and the transfer of wealth across
generations;

l

allocate responsibilities to the family office, an
investment committee, a family board or a family
council; proportionate to the size of the family
family’’s
wealth;

l

entrench protections for all family members; and

l

provide a framework for resolving disputes.

Family governance is a critical part of establishing a family
office. We can provide terms of reference for investment
committees, family councils and family boards reflecting
proportionate governance procedures and family
constitutions. Our advice is designed to be protective of
families and family wealth and, above all, to be practical.
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Experience

Advised on, and drafted, a family constitution for a large multi
multi-jurisdictional family which included agreed procedures for:
l

the allocation of certain investment responsibilities to the
family office and allocation of the balance of investment
responsibilities to external managers;

l

certain reserved matters (including a change in investment
strategy, revised distribution arrangements and major
acquisitions) to be referred to a family council; and

l

arbitration in the event of family disputes.

Advised on the terms of reference of a family board containing
external directors. We provided bespoke advice on the inter
inter-relationship between the family board, the family office and the
investment committee.

Providing concise procedures for a small family office to
identify potential conflicts between the interests of different
generations of the family and providing guidance on how the
conflicts could be managed.
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Managing regulatory issues
For family offices with
significant investment
functions, regulatory
requirements are becoming
an increasing concern.

Many single family offices advising on, or managing, the
investments of the family can structure their activities to avoid
the need to become authorised and regulated by the UK
Financial Conduct Authority, or other European and
international regulators. However, where family funds are held in
trusts, special purpose vehicles, collective investment
schemes or other such entities, care needs to be taken for the
family office to work, where possible, within available
exemptions.
We provide comprehensive advice on the need for
authorisation and obtaining authorisation when required.
Many family offices advise on or manage fund structures
holding family investments. Such structures have potential tax
and operating advantages. With the implementation of the
Alternative Investment Fund Managers Directive there is a risk
that some family funds could be regarded as 'alternative
investment funds' triggering the need for the manager of the
funds to obtain authorisation under the Directive.
We provide guidance, using available exemptions, on how to
structure family funds to fall outside the provisions of the
Directive.
With increasing transparency arising from regulatory and tax
compliance, many family offices have concerns over
maintaining confidentiality. We live in an environment where
regulatory and tax compliance is an absolute 'must', but family
offices have a legitimate desire to handle their affairs privately.
The activities of the family office, particularly investment
activities, are perceived as private family matters. We provide
measured advice on maintaining confidentiality across multiple
jurisdictions consistently with regulatory requirements.
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Experience

Advised a significant UK family office on operating within
exemptions to the requirement for authorisation by the
Financial Conduct Authority. The family assets were held in a
large number of holding structures and each had to be examined
in detail to ensure that the office was managing family rather
than (in technical terms) third party money. Detailed operating
procedures were prepared to ensure continuing compliance.

Advised a family office managing three of the asset classes of
the family (real estate, private equity, and art) through collective
investment schemes in on and offshore jurisdictions. With the
implementation of the Directive there was a concern that the
schemes could be regarded as 'alternative investment funds' so
triggering a need for the family office to be authorised as an
alternative investment fund manager. We advised on the
restructuring of each of the schemes so as to come within an
exemption to the Directive available for family funds.

Provided guidance to a single family office making the transition
to a multi
multi--family office. This involved obtaining authorisation
from the Financial Conduct Authority. We scoped the
application, prepared all necessary forms and related
documentation, and project managed the application through to
authorisation.
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Protecting the family & their assets
The financial crisis of recent
years has highlighted the
risks faced by families when
family investments and
cash are held by private
banks and other financial
institutions. In the event of
default of a bank or
investment manager used
by a family, it is clearly of
great importance that
assets can, when possible,
be traced and returned to
the family.

Your assets
We take great care in reviewing banking, investment and
custody documentation on behalf of families to ensure that the
families understand:
l

the protections available, and risks involved, when
investments are held by financial institutions as nominee in
global custody accounts and when sub
sub--custodians in
multiple jurisdictions are used; and

l

the risks faced when banks hold client cash on their own
balance sheets rather than in ring
ring--fenced client accounts
with third party financial institutions.

We then advise, where such arrangements are practical, on
enhanced protections that can be agreed with the financial
institutions to ensure rigorous segregation of a family
family’’s assets
in the event of default.
Your family
Financial claims by the former spouses of family members can
put under threat assets built up over time and intended for the
benefit of future generations. English family law judges have a
very wide discretion and inherited assets and/or assets held in
trust or corporate structures are not automatically 'ring
'ring-fenced' on divorce.
Our specialist Family law team is one of the largest in the UK and
a market leader. We advise on all areas of family law, including
asset protection through Pre
Pre-- and Post
Post--Nuptial or Cohabitation
Agreements. Where a relationship or a marriage has come to an
end, we can work with you to limit the financial impact on family
funds. In particular, our family office global assets structuring
teams can assist in re
re--structuring assets, following any divorce
court orders splitting the assets.
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We understand that clients
come to us at difficult
times, and we provide a
complete support service
to ensure our solutions
offer protection and are
practical for the family
family’’s
needs.

Your reputation
Our Media Disputes team have expertise in providing advice on
‘reputation management
management’’ issues, which occur when the family
are subject to unwanted media attention, threatened or actual.
The team delivers speedy, discreet and effective resolution of
issues wherever possible, without the need for expensive and
often counter
counter--productive litigation. Our ‘out of hours
hours’’
availability means we can quickly intervene when a problem such
as invasion of privacy or defamation occurs or is threatened.
Where litigation is the right option, the team has a strong
reputation for winning cases on behalf of our clients.
Experience
Undertaking an audit for a UK based family office of all its
custody and client money arrangements with a large number of
financial institutions. We provided an analysis of the legal
protections and risks inherent in long standing arrangements.
We identified certain assets that had been 'lost' by one financial
institution. Following the audit, we renegotiated custody
agreements and incorporated procedures and processes to
offer greater segregation and protection for the client
client’’s assets.

Acting for a number of 'household name' sports stars and
television performers in keeping sensitive aspects of their
private and family lives out of the media. This has included
obtaining an effective superinjunction and negotiation with
media entities here and abroad to prevent / terminate
publication of: paparazzi photos of the client and family
members in a private dwelling or on holiday, photos taken during
incidents of underage sexual abuse, details of health issues
affecting the child of a client, references to a client
client’’s sexuality,
and harassment in the street by photographers/film crews.
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Family philanthropy & social impact
investments
In many cases,
philanthropy is an essential
component in the family
office
office’’s operations.

Aside from the obvious benefits to society or the environment,
there is often a strong collateral benefit from philanthropic
activities to the family itself, for example in terms of family
cohesion and the financial education of younger family
members.
It will often make sense for philanthropic activities to be co
co-ordinated and structured through a ‘private
private’’ charitable
foundation, of which family members can be trustees / board
members. This can assist with maximising the impact of the
family
family’’s charitable activities. It can also secure valuable tax
benefits which might otherwise be unavailable, for example
where the family wishes to fund philanthropic activities outside
the European Union.
We set up such foundations for clients and advise on their
operation, including questions such as whether the foundation
should be ‘onshore
onshore’’ or ‘offshore
offshore’’, the ideal legal structure for the
foundation, how the foundation
foundation’’s purposes should be drafted
and the range of activities which is it permissible for the
foundation to support. Our lawyers can deal with all legal
requirements including the registration process for UK charities
and meeting on
on--going compliance and reporting obligations.
Social impact investments are increasingly included within
family investment portfolios. The use of family assets to
achieve a specific social good with the possibility of a return
reflects the combination of business acumen and philanthropic
objectives common in many successful families.
We advise on appropriate structures for social impact investing
and provide due diligence on the range of new and
existing opportunities arising.
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Experience

Assisted a well
well--known philanthropic family to overturn a
decision of the Charity Commission that one of the family
family’’s
charitable foundations should be wound up, and the proceeds
distributed within a limited period of time.

Advised UK resident members of a wealthy American family
regarding the establishment of a dual qualifying US/UK
charitable structure. The work included drafting appropriate
documentation and registering the UK charity at the Charity
Commission, preparing specimen funding agreements and
advising on issues related to cross
cross--border grants and issues of
governance. We also advised family members on how to make
charitable gifts to optimise US and UK tax relief to save over $1
million of tax.
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Structuring the efficient holdings of family
investments
It is vital to use the most
appropriate holding
structures for family
investments.The
structures chosen must
reflect prudent tax planning
but also offer operating
features that enhance
efficiency and keep costs
to a minimum.

Our approach is to use jurisdictions and structures that we feel
offer tax and operating advantages which are likely to endure.
Reflecting the varying needs of our family office clients, we
advise across the range of international corporate, partnership,
fund and trust structures. We use specialist expertise utilising
tax treaties and EU legislation to minimise both withholding tax
leakage and capital taxes.
We have market leading expertise in advising family
offices on the use of the following types of structures to
reduce tax and maximise asset protection:
l

international trusts;

l

alternative investment funds such as private equity,
real estate and hedge;

l

limited partnerships; and

l

corporate holding vehicles.

We understand, and reflect in our structuring advice, the need
on occasion to aim to maximise returns through leverage, and
the use of derivatives.
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Experience

Advised a London and Swiss based family office on the
structuring of corporate and real estate investments in the UK
and overseas.

For a French family, structuring and setting up a BVI based
private equity mezzanine property debt fund including advising
on, establishing and structuring various Luxembourg domiciled
special purpose vehicles.

Advised a US family office regarding the tax efficient
restructuring and separation of its London based operating
activities from its New York based confidential private family
office activities.

Established an 'umbrella' authorised open
open--ended investment
company incorporating segregated sub
sub--funds set up with
bespoke investment strategies reflecting the requirements of
different generations of the family.
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Direct and indirect investments & coownership
Whether the investment is
by way of corporate
acquisition, acquiring
business assets or
investing in real estate, we
advise on the acquisition
and all related tax and
structural issues.

Private equity, private property and art
Specialists from our Corporate (private equity deals) and Real
Estate teams provide the full range of advice required when
families make direct investments.
We have particular expertise in the challenges that families face
in transactions of this type and ensuring that the strategic
objectives are achieved. We understand that the objectives of
families may well vary from, and reflect much longer term
perspectives than, the objectives of typical corporate
acquirers.
When an investment is made through a fund or other indirect
structure, we provide specialist due diligence support advising
on the appropriateness of the structure and the safeguards that
are in place, or need to be put in place, to protect the family.
When families invest together, we advise on effective and
practical co
co--ownership structures designed to facilitate
operational and tax efficiency.
Many of the transactions we advise on have international
aspects and we use the expertise of our overseas offices and
contacts to ensure that transactions are structured and
implemented in the manner required by the family.
If you are seeking to invest in UK property, whether for the main
purpose of occupation as a family home, or for rental return
and capital appreciation our private property team offers a full
range of bespoke services.
We have in
in--depth knowledge and experience in dealing with a
wide variety of property types, from city pieds
pieds--à-terre to
country estates, and are able to assist clients in identifying
suitable opportunities.
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Experience

Advised a UK principal
principal’’s single family office in relation to, tax
efficiently, financing the acquisition of a central London
commercial property for re
re--development and sale. This
included the setting
setting--up of a Luxembourg based pan
pan--European
property development acquisition structure.

Advised a number of international families investing together on
the acquisition of a major development of residential property in
the United States. We co
co--ordinated a complex transaction
advising on the co
co--ownership vehicle and acquisition structures
on and offshore to ensure maximum operating and tax
efficiency.

Advised a London
London--based family office for a Swiss family on the
extensive restructuring of a European healthcare business held
through a Luxembourg structure.

Advised an overseas client on the purchase of a portfolio of
properties, partly for family use and partly for medium to long
term investment return, coupled with an overall review of the
client
client’’s potential tax position having regard to planning in favour
of future beneficiaries.
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Contact

Our offices

If you are interested in more
information on our family
office services, please speak
to your usual contact or
alternatively:

London
5 Fleet Place
London
EC4M 7RD UK

Ashley King-Christopher
Partner, Private Wealth
T: +44 (0)20 7427 6630
ashley.king
ashley.king-christopher@crsblaw.com

T: +44 (0)20 7203 5000
London
6 New Street Square
London
EC4A 3LX UK
T: +44 (0)20 7203 5000
Cheltenham
Compass House
Lypiatt Road
Cheltenham
Gloucestershire
GL50 2QJ UK
T: +44 (0)1242 221122
Guildford
One London Square
Cross Lanes
Guildford
Surrey
GU1 1UN UK
T: +44 (0)1483 252525

Doha
Level 21 Burj Doha
West Bay
Doha
Qatar
T: +974 403 16611
Geneva
9 -11 rue du Prince
CH
CH--1204 Geneva
Switzerland
T: +41 (0)22 591 18 88
Luxembourg
2 rue Jean Monnet
L-2180 Luxembourg
T: +352 26 48 68 00
Manama
Bahrain World Trade Center
Floor 24 East Tower
PO Box 31249 Manama
Kingdom of Bahrain
T: +973 17 133200
Paris
26 rue de la Baume
75008 Paris
France
T: +33 (0) 1 70 99 09 00
Zurich
Basteiplatz 7
CH
CH--8001 Zurich
Switzerland
T: +41 (0)43 430 02 00

charlesrussellspeechlys.com
Charles Russell Speechlys LLP is a limited liability partnership registered in England and Wales, registered number OC311850, and is authorised and
regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. Charles Russell Speechlys LLP is also licensed by the Qatar Financial Centre Authority in respect
of its branch office in Doha. Any reference to a partner in relation to Charles Russell Speechlys LLP is to a member of Charles Russell Speechlys
LLP or an employee with equivalent standing and qualifications. A list of members and of non
non-- members who are described as partners, is
available for inspection at the registered office, 5 Fleet Place, London. EC4M 7RD. Private wealth services in Switzerland are provided by Charles
Russell Speechlys LLP
LLP’’ s associated law firm Charles Russell Speechlys AG. Charles Russell Speechlys AG is a law firm incorporated in the canton
of Zurich with its partners and senior lawyers admitted as registered foreign lawyers by the Swiss federal supervisory commission of the Bar
and the supervisory commissions of the Bars of the cantons of Zurich or Geneva. All of Charles Russell Speechlys AG's lawyers, including
partners, are either solicitors regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority, the independent regulatory body of the Law Society of England
and Wales, or are lawyers regulated by the relevant regulatory body in their place of admission or in the jurisdiction in which they practice.

